Dynatect manufactures innovative solutions for the protection of people and valuable equipment.
PROTECT YOUR ASSETS

BELLOWS & ROLL-UP COVERS
Add a protective barrier between moving machine parts and operator.

WALK-ON PIT COVERS
Cover floor openings and machine pits that pose fall hazards.

PORTABLE WELD CURTAINS
Protect against UV radiation from welding arc.

LIFT TABLE SKIRTING
Cover lift and scissors mechanisms for safety and to keep dust, debris, or paint away from the base.
Don’t get caught off guard! Protect your people, equipment and your bottom line. Dynatect® offers a large array of industry-proven protection solutions. From off-the-shelf to custom-designed products, Dynatect can help safeguard your assets.

**MACHINE DOOR ACTUATOR**
Safely automate horizontal machine doors.

**MACHINE ROOF COVER**
Implement environmental protection to reduce dust and noise around large machining systems.

**GORTITE® VF AUTOMATED MACHINE SAFETY DOOR**
This high-speed roll-up door is used to safely isolate hazardous operations from other industrial processes, material, equipment, and people, while still allowing access to it. It contains process-generated hazards such as light debris, fluid splatter/mist, weld smoke, sparks, and intense flash.

**ROLL-UP ASSEMBLIES**
Isolate automated work processes or add a retractable barrier to allow loading and unloading of machine tools and workpieces.
Global Leaders in Dynamic Protection for Equipment and People

CABLE & HOSE MANAGEMENT
Protect critical cables and hoses with engineered cable carrier assemblies – available in plastic, metal, and hybrid materials.

WAY COVERS
Maintain precision and protect valuable ball screws, ways and linear rails.

SLIP CLUTCHES
Build mechanical overload protection into your system or utilize a slip clutch to deliver a precise amount of torque.

HIGHER PERFORMANCE WEAR PARTS
Replace wear components with longer life urethane; or, reduce costs by replacing metal with engineered elastomers.
REPAIR & REPLACE COMPONENTS

Adding protection to your equipment is a cost-effective way to reduce unexpected downtime. We can repair or replace your worn cable carriers, ball screws, or protective covers as part of your protective maintenance program.

BALL SCREW REPAIR SERVICE
Get back up and running quickly with Dynatect’s full service ball screw repair service. Quick refurbish and reload emergency service is offered in as little as one day. Rebuild and replacement options are available for more severe cases.

WAY COVER REPAIR SERVICE
Keep valuable ways protected by allowing Dynatect to repair any telescopic cover in a short time frame while offering the option to get a replacement on order for the future, by reverse engineering. A full inventory of OEM parts and ability to fabricate new components allows Dynatect to completely restore telescopic covers.

RETROFIT OR REPLACE ANY BRAND
Retrofit any machinery or replace its worn components including: cable carriers, metal covers, wipers, or bellows. Dynatect offers aftermarket solutions for any brand by measuring from the machine dimensions or the pre-existing cover and taking space restrictions into consideration.

WAY WIPERS
Keep machine way surfaces clean with way wipers. Choose from a selection of stock wipers or order from print, machine part number, or sample.
Gортит®
Машины захиса
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Гортрак®
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РЕМОНТНЫЕ УСЛУГИ